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Abstract
In Japan, the term ikumen refers to fathers who proactively participate in childcare. In recent years, the term has 
experienced a surge in popularity and was picked up by political bodies, private bodies and the media. In this paper, we 
inquire into newspapers’ depiction of ikumen, looking into the central terms and topics of newspaper reporting on the 
involved fathers. Based on an analysis of headlines of newspaper articles published between January 2008 and June 
2015 with the text mining software KH Coder, this paper serves as an introductory article to the terms and topics that 
come up when discussing ikumen in Japanese society. We ﬁ nd that newspaper discussions of ikumen touch upon several 
ﬁ elds, namely family and childcare, employment, support and initiatives and society and politics. We also identify hints 
suggesting that ikumen is perceived as an emotional-affective approach to fatherhood.
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1.　Introduction
　In Japan, the term ikumen refers to fathers who proactively participate in childcare and enjoy this engage-
ment with their children. The neologism ikumen is composed of the Chinese character for upbringing and 
rearing (as in child-rearing, ikuji) and the English word men. The word alludes further to the colloquial term 
for good-looking men, ikemen, and thus implies that fathers who are involved with their children are “cool”. 
The term ikumen was coined by an advertising agency in the second half of the 2000’s, but did not reach its 
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current popularity until 2010, when it was picked up by then MHLW minister Nagatsuma Akira in a parlia-
ment speech and made it among the top ten words of the year. Since then, ikumen has become much more 
frequently used in newspapers and by private and public institutions which vow to support involved young 
fathers. With Japanese men’s attitude towards childcare and their perception of their role in the family 
changing, the popularity of the term reﬂ ects a bigger trend. While in earlier decades Japanese fathers were 
often described as “absent fathers” who left all childcare and household-related tasks to their wives, recent 
years have seen an increase in men’s willingness to participate in household and childcare-related duties 
(K ohlbacher and Schimkowsky 2014), with some authors even speaking of men “entering an era of involve-
ment with children” (N akazawa and Shwalb 2013). However, previous gender models of men as breadwinner 
remain strong overall (N orth 2009; Yasuike 2011) and Japanese men’s participation in childcare and house-
hold and time invested in the family lags behind when compared with that of their wives or fathers in other 
countries (Ho lloway and Nagase 2014, 69; Makino et al. 2010; Ishii-Kuntz 1992; Ishii-Kuntz 1994). Percep-
tions of an ikumen “boom” have thus to be treated with caution, as the social reality of Japanese young 
fathers does not necessarily live up to the popularity of the term ikumen (Bi enek 2015; Mizukoshi, Kohl-
bacher, and Schimkowsky forthcoming). How is the term’s popularity to be understood, then?
　The discourse about ikumen, and thus the public perception of ikumen as part of contemporary Japanese 
society, is furthered by several actors. After Nagatsuma’s reference to the term in parliament and a revision 
of the Child Care and Family Care Leave Law, the MHLW created the Ikumen Project, which through initia-
tives such as the Ikumen Company Award and, since 2014, the Ikuboss (ikubosu) award (Schi mkowsky and 
Kohlbacher forthcoming) and a website (Scha d-Seifert 2014) helped make ikumen known as a legitimate 
male identity. The government’s interest in ikumen is comprehensible, as Japanese men’s involvement in 
childcare seems to promise several advantages, such as an increase in the birth rate or the activation of 
female employees for the national workforce. Moreover, government support of ikumen is also in line with a 
slow but continuous modernization of father-related family policy that goes back to the Child Care Leave Law 
in 1992.
　The ikumen phenomenon has also received support from private actors, most prominently through the 
NPO Fathering Japan. The NPO, founded in 2006 by Andō Tetsuya, aims to increase numbers of “smiling 
fathers” (waratteiru chichioya) pursuing involved fatherhoods. Through seminars, workshops and the NPO’s 
Fathering School, the NPO plays an important role in the ikumen phenomenon. Despite this, members often 
distance themselves from the term ikumen and deﬁ ne fatherhood practices not in the terms of the neolo-
gism, but as natural involvement in their children’s life (Bienek f orthcoming; Fathering Japan 2013). Still, the 
NPO is involved in government’s activities concerning ikumen and lobbies for father’s participation in child-
care. Another private actor, businesses have discovered ikumen as potential consumers and strive to supply 
modern families with so-called ikumen goods, products that are modiﬁ ed to be easier accessible and more 
desirable for men (Ishii-Kunt z 2013; Kohlbacher and Schimkowsky 2014; Schimkowsky and Kohlbacher 
forthcoming), and have used the term in marketing and event campaigns (Kohlbacher and Schimkowsky 
2014; Schimkowsky and Kohlbacher forthcoming). Finally, media popularizes the concept of ikumen and 
disperses information about public and private initiatives such as the above. Media has given ikumen wide-
spread attention (Ishii-Kunt z 2013), thus directly contributing to a public perception of an ikumen surge. 
Next to articles in newspapers, ikumen-related news are the topic of magazine articles and TV reports. Even 
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more, the magazine FQ Japan, selfdescribed ikumen magazine, addresses a readership of modern fathers on 
a quarterly basis since 2006 (Bienek 201 3; Kohlbacher and Schimkowsky 2014). Moreover, guidebooks for 
ikumen have also been published.
　So far, Ishii-Kuntz has given an introductory overview of the media attention ikumen receives. Further, 
Mizukoshi,  Kohlbacher, and Schimkowsky (forthcomin g) and Mizukoshi a nd Kohlbacher (2015) have inves-
tigated the development of newspaper reporting on ikumen, and analyzed the different connotations associ-
ated with ikumen and the older concept of kazoku sabisu. In this paper, we want to continue the inquiry into 
newspapers’ role in the depiction of ikumen, looking into the central terms and topics of newspaper reporting 
on the involved fathers. Newspapers, through their respected position in society and their widespread circu-
lation, are important contributors to society’s discourses. An analysis of newspaper reports thus allows, at 
least in part, to get an understanding of the terms that are used and considered relevant to the discussion of 
a certain topic in society. Based on an analysis of headlines of newspaper articles published between January 
2008 and June 2015, this paper serves as an introductory article to the terms and topics that are referred to 
when discussing ikumen in Japanese society.
2.　Methods
　For this paper, we conducted a co-occurrence analysis of newspaper headlines published in major Japanese 
newspapers between January 2008 and 16 June 2015 with the quantitative content analysis and text mining 
software KH Coder (Version 2. beta. 32c). The software was originally developed by Higuchi Kōichi, Asso-
ciate Professor at Ritsumeikan University and can be downloaded for free (http://khc.sourceforge.net/). 
Next to other authors, the software was previously used by Matsui to investigate the discourse surrounding 
popular trend words in Japanese society, as in the case of the iyashıˉ (healing) boom (Matsui 2012; Matsui 
2013a) or shojo (Matsui 2013b ). For our analysis, we used online newspaper databases to conduct a key word 
search for the term “ikumen” in Japan’s national newspapers Asahi Shinbun, Mainichi Shinbun, Yomiuri 
Shinbun and Sankei Shinbun as well as the four Nikkei publications Nikkei Keizai Shinbun, Nikkei Sangyo 
Shinbun, Nikkei Marketing Journal and Nikkei Veritas. We searched both for the term ikumen in its common 
katakana-only form and the less often used part-kanji, part-katakana version. 2008 was chosen as start date, 
as this was the year newspapers picked up the term for the ﬁ rst time (Mizukoshi, Ko hlbacher, and Schim-
kowsky forthcoming). Instead of the end of 2014, mid-June 2015 was chosen as end date of the survey to 
make use of the largest possible sample of data, thus improving the quality of our analysis. During the online 
data gathering process, data relating to all found newspaper articles were entered manually into an excel ﬁ le 
which included the headline, date of publication and article length of all recorded articles sorted by news-
paper. Altogether we thus collected a total of 2189 relevant articles. The table was then analyzed with the KH 
Coder software. Here, we chose the “select words to analyze”-option in the pre-processing settings and 
selected term the “ikumen” in both of its aforementioned spellings as force pick up item. We also added the 
term MHLW (koˉroˉshoˉ) as a force pick-up item, which previous research identiﬁ ed to be relevant for the 
ikumen phenomenon (Schad-Seifert 2014; Kohlbacher and Schimkowsky 2014; Ishii-Kuntz 2013), but which 
did not appear in the KH Coder generated frequency lists despite being mentioned with relative regularity. 
Finally, we added the terms ue, naka and shita to the force ignore list, as they are regularly used in news-
paper headlines to identify a part of an article series. The co-occurrence network analysis for the term 
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ikumen allowed us to create a list of the 150 words most frequently used in headlines of articles that the 
online search identiﬁ ed as ikumen-related. Further, KH Coder created a mind-map style co-occurrence 
network analysis graphic of the terms regularly used in headlines and the terms that accompany them. To 
gain insights into possible differences in the coverage of different newspapers, we then repeated the analysis 
for two data subsets, namely articles by Asahi Shinbun & Mainichi Shinbun and Yomiuri Shinbun & Sankei 
Shinbun. The creation of these two sub-groups was inspired by Seaton (Seaton 2007, 75), who deﬁ ned Asahi 
as “progressive”, Mainichi as “broadly progressive”, Yomiuri as “conservative” and Sankei as “nationalist”. 
While Seaton came to this categorization in his study on the portrayal of war memories and war guilt in Japa-
nese media, we expected a similar progressive-conservative distinction to be of relevance in our survey of the 
gender roles-related topic of ikumen. Thus, we decided to create “progressive” and “conservative” subsets for 
our analysis. The Nikkei papers were excluded from this sub-analysis as they are mainly business-oriented 
(Seaton 2007, 79) and an autonomous quantitative analysis was not possible due to an insufﬁ cient number of 
articles.
3.　Common topics in headlines of ikumen-related newspaper articles
　Reviewing the frequency list of the 150 most mentioned terms in headlines of articles discussing ikumen 
-related topics (Table 1), it is quickly noticeable that many of the terms used belong to certain domains. This 
allows us to identify common topics that are perceived as relevant in the discussion of the ikumen phenom-
enon (Table 2).
　The top ﬁ ve entries of the list are clearly dominated by terms related to the topic family and childcare, with 
which the term ikumen itself is associated. Ikumen, as a type of father-identity, was with 852 hits (831 for the 
katakana term, 21 for the hybrid of the Chinese character for rearing and the katakana men) the most used 
term and is followed by ikuji (childcare, 235), kosodate (221) and papa (191). Unsurprisingly, these terms can 
be considered as central to the idea of ikumen, who are deﬁ ned as fathers (papa) actively involved in child-
care (ikuji, kosodate). While the frequency table also lists tsuma (wife, 33), kodomo (34+271)), mama (37), 
kazoku (family, 30) and fuˉfu (married couple, 27), not only do these numbers fall behind signiﬁ cantly in 
comparison to papa (191) or dansei (men, male, 126), but these are also supplemented by other terms that 
serve to identify fathers, such as chichi (father, 37) otoko (men, 57) chichioya (father, 45) or fushi (father and 
child, 28). Although ikumen is a family-related term, the discussion can be seen as mostly focusing on the 
fathers themselves. When the family is brought up in headlines, it is often to show the ways fathers can 
contribute to it (Asahi Shinbun 01 February 2010: “Papa no kokoroe mazu wa saraarai kara, tsuma ni kansha 
tsutaeyoˉ ” [Father Insights: Let’s start with washing the dishes and expressing gratitude to your wife]2), Asahi 
Shinbun 21 February 2012: “Ikuji no taihensa o tsuma to kyoˉyuˉ ikumen kurabu o tachiage” [Sharing the 
weight of childcare with one’s wife. Starting an ikumen club]), the family can contribute to the father’s life 
(Yomiuri Shinbun 13 December 2013: “Kazoku o tanoshimu hatarakikata kangaeyoˉ ikumen zenkoku foˉramu” 
[Let’s ﬁ nd a way of working that allows us to enjoy family life. National ikumen forum], Asahi Shinbun 02 
March 2011: “Ikumen, kodomo to tomo ni seichoˉ ” [Ikumen, growing together with their children]) or child-
care and household work-related conﬂ ict inside the family (Asahi Shinbun 24 December 2013: “Ikumen, 
kiowanaide sekkaku no tetsudai urame” [Ikumen, don’t be too eager! Helping at home can also backﬁ re.], 
Sankei Shinbun 08 April 2015: “Ikumen nanoni tsuma ga manzoku shinai” [Being an ikumen does not guar-
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Table 1　Frequency list of the 150 most mentioned terms in headlines of articles discussing ikumen-related topics
(TF = Term Frequency)
Rank Term TF Rank Term TF Rank Term TF
1 イクメン 831 36 情報 43 71 父子 28
2 育児 235 37 三重 42 72 子供 27
3 子育て 221 38 仕事 42 73 代表 27
4 パパ 191 39 手帳 41 74 夫婦 27
5 育休 136 40 生活 41 75 和歌山 27
6 男性 126 41 兵庫 41 76 首長 26
7 応援 105 42 京都 40 77 大賞 26
8 県 102 43 家事 39 78 男女 26
9 大阪 102 44 社会 39 79 読む 26
10 支援 90 45 鳥取 39 80 愛知 25
11 知事 71 46 来月 39 81 気持ち 25
12 育 68 47 ママ 37 82 山口 25
13 広島 66 48 日本 37 83 風 25
14 講座 62 49 父 37 84 両立 25
15 参加 60 50 共に 35 85 ＮＰＯ 24
16 東京 60 51 講演 34 86 企画 24
17 取得 59 52 子ども 34 87 言う 24
18 女性 59 53 妻 33 88 広がる 24
19 男 57 54 埼玉 32 89 女 24
20 福岡 57 55 少子化 32 90 神奈川 24
21 川柳 53 56 通信 32 91 奮闘 24
22 育む 51 57 滋賀 31 92 フォーラム 23
23 学 51 58 親子 31 93 九州 23
24 候補 51 59 パーク 30 94 群馬 23
25 連載 49 60 家族 30 95 秋田 23
26 横顔 47 61 休暇 30 96 千葉 23
27 衆院 46 62 奈良 30 97 予算 23
28 募集 46 63 岡山 29 98 理解 23
29 市長 45 64 楽しむ 29 99 絵本 22
30 父親 45 65 体験 29 100 休業 22
31 イベント 44 66 家庭 28 101 語る 22
32 写真 44 67 岐阜 28 102 時間 22
33 声 44 68 考える 28 103 紹介 22
34 働く 44 69 社長 28 104 人生 22
35 企業 43 70 特集 28 105 全国 22
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antee wife’s satisfaction]).
　The presence of several employment-related terms in the list indicates that ikumen are regularly discussed 
in connection with work. Here, the term that was mentioned most frequently is ikukyuˉ (136), with hataraku 
(44) kigyoˉ (corporation, enterprise, 43), shigoto (42), shachoˉ (company president, 28) shokuin (staff member, 
20) and shokuba (work place, 20) being other examples. Ikumen thus are not only discussed as fathers, but 
also as part of the domestic work force. This is comprehensible as men were often primarily conceived in 
terms of their work, i.e. as salariman, white-collar workers that are committed towards their company (see 
also: Dasgupta 2013; Taga 2013). Thus a discussion of the perceived trend of men becoming child-caring 
ikumen has necessarily to touch upon men’s (still) dominant gender role as breadwinners. It is also notice-
able that next to employment-related columns (Mainichi Shinbun 20 September 2010: “Hataraku nabi: dansei 
ni ikuji sanka o unagasu, koˉroˉshoˉ no kyanpeˉn ga hankyoˉ o yondeimasu” [Work navigator: Stimulating men’s 
participation in childcare, responses to MHLW campaign]), and headlines referring to both parents (Yomiuri 
Shinbun 13 September 2011: “Hataraku papa mama no ikuji ” [Working dads’ and working moms’ childcare]) 
many headlines using hataraku do so in connection with the mother (Asahi Shinbun 16 August 2014: “Hata-
106 夫 22 121 配布 21 136 対策 19
107 カジ 21 122 聞く 21 137 栃木 19
108 育メン 21 123 育つ 20 138 福井 19
109 映画 21 124 会社 20 139 未来 19
110 楽しい 21 125 職員 20 140 力 19
111 教室 21 126 職場 20 141 きょう 18
112 県内 21 127 大分 20 142 ベビー 18
113 後押し 21 128 表彰 20 143 茨城 18
114 厚労省 21 129 コンテスト 19 144 学ぶ 18
115 山形 21 130 開催 19 145 支える 18
116 出産 21 131 環境 19 146 時代 18
117 成長 21 132 記者 19 147 親 18
118 宣言 21 133 共同 19 148 湯崎 18
119 調査 21 134 教育 19 149 変わる 18
120 投書 21 135 事業 19 150 保育 18
Table 2　Common topics and example terms
Topic Example terms
Family and childcare papa, kosodate (child rearing), kodomo (child/ren), oyako (parent and child)
Employment ikukyuˉ (childcare leave), kyuˉka (day off), hataraku (to work), shigoto (work)
Support and initiatives shien (support, assistance), koˉza (course, lecture), kyoˉshitsu (classroom)
Society and politics shakai (society), zenkoku (the whole nation), shoˉshika (declining birth rates)
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raku haha, kawaru ryoˉritsu no nayami ” [The changing worries of working mothers], Yomiuri Shinbun 05 
December 2013: “Dansei no ikuji kyuˉgyoˉ hataraku hahaoya sasaeru kankyoˉ zukuri o” [Paternity leave: 
Creating an environment that supports working mothers], Mainichi Shinbun 24 September 2010: “Danjo koyoˉ 
kikai kintoˉ hoˉ seitei kara nijuˉgonen josei no hataraku kankyoˉ wa kawatta ka” [25 years after the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Act. Has the work environment for women changed?]). Men generally do not have 
to be labeled with the verb hataraku, as working fathers are the norm in any case, whereas mothers could 
also be expected to be fulltime housewives. For both parents, compatibility of work and private life (ryoˉritsu, 
25), is discussed as a necessity and a challenge (Asahi Shinbun 02 December 2014: “Shigoto to katei ryoˉritsu, 
danjo yonnin ga kataru” [Balancing work and family: four men and women tell their stories], Sankei Shinbun 
29 July 2014: “Medatsu ‘kosodate papa no yuˉutsu’ shigoto to no ryoˉritsu konnan ya shuˉi no murikai ” [“Daddy 
depression”: Fathers facing problems balancing family and work, lack of understanding], Yomiuri Shinbun 21 
October 2010: “Shigoto to ikuji no ryoˉritsu shien o kangaeru taidan to koˉryuˉ-kai ” [Meeting discusses ways to 
support balance of work and childcare]). Among employment-related terms, the topic of a parental or pater-
nity leave is especially conspicuous. Ikukyuˉ (136) is the most frequently used employment-related term and is 
accompanied by terms such as shutoku (obtaining [mostly of a parental leave] 59), kyuˉka (30) or kyuˉgyoˉ 
(holiday, 22). Next to a slow increase in the rate of fathers taking a parental leave, these articles focus on 
government support, ofﬁ cial aims to increase the quota and factors hindering this (Asahi Shinbun 07 
September 14: “Ikukyuˉ torinikui, saidai no riyuˉ ‘shokuba no fun’iki’” [The main reason taking a parental leave 
is difﬁ cult: Atmosphere at the workplace], Asahi Shinbun 28 August 2013: “Ikukyuˉ danshi wa fueru ka?” 
[Increasing number of young fathers taking a childcare leave?], Mainichi Shinbun 17 January 2014: “Dansei 
no ikukyuˉ shutoku o atooshi ” [Supporting a paternity leave], Sankei Shinbun 02 October 2013: “Dansei no 
ikukyuˉ shutoku habamu ‘kabe’” [The “wall” that’s hindering men from taking a childcare leave], Sankei 
Shinbun 27 April 2012: “Dansei no ikuji kyuˉgyoˉ shutokuritsu ga saikoˉ ni ” [Paternity leave rate highest ever]). 
That a paternity leave is a frequent topic is understandable, as the MHLW-backed Ikumen Project aims to 
increase the quota of men who take a paternity leave up to 13% until 2020, which is still a long way from a rate 
of 2.03% in 2013 (MHLW (Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare) 2014) and is perceived as a distant goal 
(Mainichi 27 February 2013: “Otoko no ikukyuˉ shutokuritsu baizoˉ mo, toˉi seifu mokuhyoˉ ” [Even as percentage 
of paternity leave taking fathers doubles, government goal is still far away]). Highlighting difﬁ culties, articles 
thus echo the low quota as well as young fathers’ reluctance to take a paternity leave, shedding doubt on the 
practicability of government goals.
　Next to family and employment-related terms, terms linked to private and public initiatives supporting chil-
drearing parents in general and ikumen speciﬁ cally are also evident, such as oˉen (aid, assistance, 105), shien 
(support, 90) and atooshi (backing, 21). Oˉen and shien are even the 7th resp. 10th most frequently used term 
on the whole list. Most of the headlines including either of them deal with government childcare support 
(Asahi Shinbun 20 February 2012: “Shien wa seiji no yakuwari ” [The government’s role: offering support], 
Asahi Shinbun 02 September 2013: “Ikumen no shien, seifu ni nozomu” [Hoping for support for ikumen from 
the government]) or private initiatives beneﬁ tting ikumen, such as those launched by companies (Mainichi 
Shinbun 07 March 2011: “CSR toshite no ikumen shien” [Supporting Ikumen as a form of CSR], Nikkei Keizai 
Shinbun 29 May 2012: “Kawaru kigyoˉ no kosodate shien” [Companies’ changing childcare support systems]) 
or NPOs (Mainichi Shinbun 20 August 2013: “Fazaˉringu japan: chichioya no kosodate o shien” [Fathering 
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Japan: Supporting fathers’ childcare]). However, not all of these support measures are exclusively targeted at 
ikumen and headlines discussing childcare support in general are also to be found (Yomiuri Shinbun 25 
December 2012: “Atarashii seiken ni nozomu kosodate shien” [Hopes for the new government: Childcare 
support]), as are headlines mentioning support for women and mothers (Asahi Shinbun 05 November 2014: 
“Josei no katsuyaku, doˉ shien” [How to support women’s empowerment?], Nikkei Keizai Shinbun 03 February 
2015: “Mama fukushoku shien, Hiroshima de tsugitsugi, chiji wa ‘ikubosu’ sengen” [Hiroshima: support for 
mothers re-entering the workforce, Governor makes Ikuboss declaration]). Headlines mentioning NPOs are 
relatively frequent (20, Nikkei Keizai Shinbun 29 November 2012: “Ikuji kataroˉ papa tomo no wa, NPO nado 
koˉryuˉ no ba, nayami kigaru ni ” [Daddy-friends talking about childcare: NPO, other associations sites for 
networking, sharing worries], Nikkei Keizai Shinbun 21 May 2014: “NPO de papa-gyoˉ no tanoshisa dendoˉ ” 
[NPO teaching joy of fatherhood]) and portray them as dispersing parenting-related knowledge and places 
facilitating social interaction between fathers. Similarly, terms such as koˉza (course, 62), koˉen (lecture, 34) or 
kyoˉshitsu (classroom, 21) also fall in the area of support and initiatives, as they mostly are used to indicate 
privately or publicly organized events that aim at improving fathers’ parenting skills and change their 
perspective on fatherhood (Sankei Shinbun 16 January 2014: “Ikumen koˉza papa tomo tsukuroˉ jitsutaiken ni 
motozuki adobaisu” [Ikumen course. Let’s make some daddy-friends. Advice based on real-life experiences], 
Asahi Shinbun 10 November 2011: “Papa chikara appu koˉza” [Daddy Power Up course], Yomiuri Shinbun 05 
June 2012: “Ikuji no tanoshimikata ikumen ga jogen Sanyoˉ Onoda de koˉen-kai ” [How to enjoy childcare. 
Advice from ikumen. Lecture in Sanyō Onada City]). However, not all of the mentioned workshops are exclu-
sively for fathers (Asahi Shinbun 25 November 2014: “Fuˉfu de ikuji, shiawase no shea rainen ichigatsu, hata-
rakikata kangaeru shinpo” [Sharing childcare and happiness as a couple. Next January’s symposium will 
reﬂ ect upon our way of working], Yomiuri 10 January 2013: “Sofumu no ikuji o shien juˉkunichi kara koˉza” 
[Supporting grandparent’s childcare skills. First course on the 19th]). In addition to these mentions of 
lectures and workshops, there are also repeated reports of more general ibento (events, 44; Yomiuri Shinbun 
25 February 2012: “Papa to ryoˉri tsukuroˉ raigetsu toˉka ikumen shien ibento” [Let’s cook with daddy. 10th next 
month: Ikumen support event], Asahi Shinbun 23 June 2013: “Ehon yomikikase, otoko no deban Hagi de danjo 
kyoˉdoˉ sankaku ibento” [Reading picture books to one’s child: here’s where men come in! Gender equality 
event in Hagi], Mainichi Shinbun 19 March 2012: “Tarento no Kamyu-san, ikuji no gokui o kataru - Shimono-
seki de ibento” [Thane Camus reveals the secrets of childcare. Event in Shimonoseki]). These include a wide 
range of activities, such as reading picture books to children, cooking workshops and events featuring 
(ikumen identiﬁ ed) celebrities. Also noticeable are mentions of a wide scope of kontesto (contests, 19) and 
related terms (taishoˉ, 26; hyoˉshoˉ, 20). Along with the above mentioned events, these serve to encourage and 
reward ikumen practices. Next to general ikumen and/or Father of the Year contests, (Yomiuri Shinbun 08 
November 2012: “Ikumen taishoˉ ken ga taishoˉsha boshuˉ ” [Prefecture looking for candidates for ikumen 
prize], Mainichi Shinbun 17 July 2014: “Fazā-obu-za-iyā: boshū” [Accepting applications for the Father of the 
Year contest], Mainichi Shinbun 13 September 2011: “Papa kontesuto: ‘besuto papa’ mezashite ganbare! ” 
[Daddy contest: Let’s claim the title of Best dad!]) these also include photo contests (Nikkei Keizai Shinbun 
13 November 2011: “Kajidan ikumen shashin kontesuto” [Kajidan & Ikumen photo contest], Asahi Shinbun 26 
July 2012: “Dansei no kaji ikuji, shashin kontesuto” [Photo contest: Men doing housework and childcare]) and 
even a senryuˉ poetry contest (Asahi Shinbun 27 February 2013: “‘Ikumen senryuˉ’ taishoˉ erande netto toˉhyoˉ 
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hajimaru” [Ikumen Senryū: Vote for the ﬁ rst prize. Begin of online poll]). Finally, headlines featuring prefec-
ture-published ikumen techoˉ (note- or handbooks, 41) are also noticeable. These are designed as guidebooks 
for young fathers (Mainichi Shinbun 18 May 2012: “Dansei muke ikuji gaido, ken ga hakkoˉ ” [Prefecture 
publishes childcare guide for men], Yomiuri 20 April 2014: “Ikumen techoˉ ken ga haifu omutsu no kaekata 
nado shoˉkai ” [Distribution of ikumen notebook by prefecture. Introducing how to change diapers, etc.]) and 
are most likely related to the widespread mother-child notebooks (boshi techoˉ), which are also published by 
prefectures and make up a small part of the techoˉ mentions in our data (Nikkei Keizai Shinbun 29 May 2012: 
“Boshi techoˉ juˉnen buri kaitei ” [Mother-child notebook revised after ten years]).
　While literature on Japanese fathers acknowledges a change in fathering practices and modern fathers 
seem more prepared to share childcare-related responsibilities with their wives, this change is slow, espe-
cially in regard to practices requiring a signiﬁ cant adjustment of one’s private and work life, such as men’s 
childcare leave (Mizukoshi, Kohlbacher, and Schimkowsky forthcoming; Kohlbacher and Schimkowsky 
2014; Nakazawa and Shwalb 2013). Decades of dominance of the “corporate warrior” masculinity ideal and 
the numbers of company superiors which still assume such ideals are to be natural also contribute to a 
perception of ikumen as a minority requiring support (Schimkowsky and Kohlbacher forthcoming). 
Reporting  extensively on the backing ikumen receive, headlines conﬁ rm a perception of ikumen as in need of 
assistance. Furthermore, with events, workshops, competitions and lectures by both public and private 
hosts, the forms of support initiatives evident from newspaper headlines are very diverse. It thus can be 
concluded that ikumen support is not limited to government campaigns, but ikumen experiences and ideals 
are also backed in everyday culture and social life.
　Finally, some terms point to ikumen being discussed in relation to the wider society and domestic politics. 
Here next to shoˉshika (declining birth rates, 32; Yomiuri Shinbun 29 July 2013: “Shoˉshika kokkateki na kiki 
kosodate doˉmei samitto” [Declining birth rates - a national crisis]) there is a pronounced focus on political 
institutions (shichoˉ 45, koˉho 51, shuuin 46, koˉroˉshoˉ 21). Chiji is even named an astounding 71 times, which 
allows it to take the 11th place in total. The frequency with which this term is used can be traced back to 
extensive reporting on the prefectural governors Yuzaki Hideko (Hiroshima) and Suzuki Hidetaka (Mie) 
which were the ﬁ rst high level politicians to take a childcare leave (Mainichi Shinbun 19 October 2010: 
“Yuzaki Hiroshima–ken chiji: chiji de hatsu, ikukyuˉ shutoku e” [Governor of Hiroshima Prefecture Yuzaki: ﬁ rst 
prefectural governor to take a childcare leave], Yomiuri Shinbun 20 October 2010: “Hiroshima chiji ikagetsu 
ikukyuˉ e zenkoku hatsu” [Hiroshima governor takes one-month parental leave. First nation-wide], Asahi 
Shinbun 23 July 2012: “Suzuki chiji, ikuji kyuˉka” [Prefectural Governor Suzuki: Childcare leave], Sankei 
Shinbun 10 June 2012: “Suzuki Mie-ken chiji ga “ikuji kyuˉka” [Mie prefectural governor Suzuki, takes parental 
leave], Nikkei Keizai Shinbun 30 July 2012: “Ikumen chiji, Mie demo” [Ikumen prefectural governor: now also 
in Mie]). The decision of the Hiroshima prefecture governor was acknowledged with reports for the duration 
of several days, indicating that a male public authority taking a paternity leave is perceived as unusual – and 
thus newsworthy. Ikumen also seems to be frequently mentioned in newspaper proﬁ les on candidates (koˉho, 
51) for local and prefectural elections as well as elections for the lower house. A certain number of headlines 
also mention ikumen-backing statements and activities by city mayors (Mainichi Shinbun 08 December 2010: 
“Amano Agano shichoˉ: daiichishi tanjoˉ yotei, ikumen sengen” [Mayor of Agano City Amano: Expects birth of 
ﬁ rst child, makes ikumen declaration], Asahi Shinbun 20 April 2011: “Ise-shi choˉsha ni junyuˉshitsu secchi 
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[ikumen shichoˉ] hatsuan” [Installation of nursing room in Ise’s City hall Suggestion by “Ikumen Mayor”]).
4.　Complete frequency list
　Next to a table of the 150 most frequently used terms, KH Coder also helped us create a detailed frequency 
list that lists words by type (noun, place name, adjective, etc.). While an analysis of the most mentioned verbs 
promises further insights, this is hindered by a particularity of the Japanese language, namely that some 
nouns, the so called sahenmeishi, can also serve as verbs if a suru is added to them. Accordingly, the 
frequently listed ikuji could both mean childrearing (as a noun) or ikuji suru, to rear children (as a verb). 
Thus, as the list does not distinguish between noun/verb usage of these terms we chose to exclude verbs 
formed through addition of suru. Among the remaining, the most frequently mentioned terms included hagu-
kumu (to raise, 51) and the earlier mentioned hataraku (44), which clearly illustrate the links between 
ikumen and the topics family and employment. Skipping naru (to become, 35), a look at the following two 
verbs on the list, tanoshimu (29) and kangeru (28), also proves insightful. Here, tanoshimu refers to childcare 
as something that is – or should be – enjoyed (Asahi Shinbun 18 June 2010: “Papa no deban da kosodate 
tanoshimu ‘ikumen’ tsugitsugi ” [Its daddy’s turn. Increase in childcare-enjoying ikumen], Mainichi Shinbun 
19.11.2014: “Ikumen: kosodate o tanoshimoˉ, jibun jishin mo seichoˉ shiyoˉ ” [Ikumen: Let’s enjoy childcare and 
grow as persons], Yomiuri Shinbun 29 August 2009: “Papa tte ikumen ikuji tanoshimu dansei ‘kakkoˉı ˉ ’ ” 
[Daddy is an ikumen! Men who enjoy childcare are “cool”]). This is in line with Mizukoshi, Kohlbacher, and 
Schimkowsky (forthcoming) ﬁ nding s which note that in the concept ikumen, as opposed to the older term 
kazoku sabisu, childcare is seen as an enjoyable activity. Further, the ikumen Journal FQ Japan regularly pres-
ents fatherhood as something that is enjoyable and fun (Bienek forthcoming; Kohlbacher and Schimkowsky 
2014). It is  thus not surprising that we ﬁ nd tanoshii (21) and shiawase (14) listed as the most frequently used 
keiyoˉshi and keiyoˉ-doˉshi (Asahi Shinbun 02 February 2011: “‘Ikumen, tanoshikunaroˉ’ NPO daihyoˉ no Andoˉ-san, 
Maebashi de koˉen” [“Ikumen, let’s have fun”. Lecture by NPO representative Ando in Maebashi], Mainichi 
Shinbun 17 June 2012: “Ikumen koˉza: chichioya-ra tanoshiku ‘fureai’ ” [Ikumen course: Daddies having fun 
mingling with children, other fathers]). Ikumen is presented as an emotional and affective practice. This is 
notable, as it seems to be at odds with stereotyped masculinity ideals. Further, it also implies that fathering 
activities and a father identity are seen as related to personal happiness. Tanoshimu is closely followed by 
kangaeru (28), as in headlines such as: “[Kangaeyou otoˉsan no kosodate] doˉ sessureba ii no ka?” [Let’s think 
about fathering: Learning to look after the kids] (Yomiuri Shinbun 01 April 2010), “Chichi no ikuji, kangaeau” 
[Thinking about fathers’ childcare together] (Asahi Shinbun 18 February 2012), “Dansei no ikuji kyuˉgyoˉ 
kangaeru foˉramu kaisai ” [Forum reﬂ ects on paternity leave] (Sankei Shinbun 21 August 2013), or “Ikumen 
no tsugi wa ‘ikubosu hi tsuyoˉ’ kosodate kangaeru moyoˉshi ” [After ikumen: “Ikubosses needed”. Event reﬂ ects 
on child rearing] (Asahi Shinbun 03 March 2015). Male parenting practices are described as something that 
has to be re-examined by individuals but also by the society in general, as emphasized by events and forums 
mentioned in the headlines which regularly identify the meaning of fatherhood in Japanese society as up for 
discussion. This is in line with the results of Mizukoshi, Kohlbacher, and Schimkowsky (forthcoming), which 
have fo und newspapers to regularly call for a r ethinking of fathering.
　The detailed frequency list also lists “unknown” words, i.e. words that are neither listed in KH Coder’s 
lexicon ﬁ le nor were selected as force pick-up items. The most mentioned terms here include tomoiku (29), 
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ikujii (28), fazaˉringu (16) and ikubosu (15), but only the ﬁ rst two words would have made it into the top 150 
list. Ikujii (older men engaging in childcare) and ikubosu (superiors at work who understand and support 
young parents in their workforce) refer to two kinds of new notions that have emerged from the original 
concept of ikumen. Tomoiku is a neologism used in the title of the article series tomoiku ikumen oˉendan and 
tomoiku tomo ni hagukumu published by Sankei, and suggests, through adding the preﬁ x tomo (together) to 
iku (raise, bring up), that childcare originally tends to be conceived as something done just by one partner – 
the mother. However, it has to be noted that the KH Coder failed to pick up this neologism consisting of two 
Chinese characters as an unknown word and just lists a katakana variant of the term. Finally, mentions of the 
term fazaˉringu predominantly refer to NPO Fathering Japan.
5.　Visualization
　The visualization of the results of the KH Coder’s co-occurrence analysis depicts seven unequal sized clus-
Image１ Co-occurrence network analysis for the general dataset
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ters of bubbles, each bubble representing a term (Image 1). Ikumen, located at the bottom left is linked to a 
collection of words related to terms of each of the above identiﬁ ed topics family and childcare, employment, 
support and initiatives and politics and society, such as ikuji, papa, ikukyuˉ, oˉen and chiji. The small cluster 
located to the right of the main ikumen cluster lists terms discussing the compatibility of private and work 
life, or work life balance. The cluster on the outer right above refers to candidates (koˉho) in political elec-
tions. The cluster on the top left, located above the main ikumen cluster, predominately consists of terms 
related to the topic of support and initiatives discussed in the frequency list above, listing terms related to 
events such as photo and poetry contests or father-child handbooks. This cluster also mentions prefectures 
(ken) as an important actor offering support for fathers and initiatives related to the ikumen phenomenon. 
The rest of the graphic consists of three smaller clusters, two of which consist just of two terms. The visual 
representation shows that article headlines cannot be neatly organized into the categories such as family and 
childcare or employment. While in some cases, clusters are quite homogenous (political elections), in other 
cases they form more heterogeneous groups, combining terms from different ﬁ elds, such as employment 
(parental leave) and politics (prefecture governor).
　Analyzing the frequency list, it becomes evident that the ikumen phenomenon is regularly discussed in 
connection to different topics, such as family, employment, support and initiatives and politics and society. 
Related to families, ikumen-fathers are discussed as individuals, as family members and as employees. In the 
discussion of fathers in the work force, paternity leave systems receive special attention. From the headlines, 
we can further infer that the ikumen phenomenon is co-constructed through a variety of initiatives and activi-
ties, such as workshops and contests. Finally, in regard to political reporting, we observe a focus on male 
politicians who have taken a paternity leave. A review of the detailed frequency list is also insightful and calls 
attention to the importance of emotion and afﬁ nity in the discussion of ikumen and suggests that the deﬁ ni-
tion of fatherhood is currently up for discussion. Finally, a review of the visual representation of the data not 
only conﬁ rms the importance of terms such as ikuji, ikukyuˉ and oˉen that were identiﬁ ed during the analysis 
of the frequency list, but also reminds us that headlines regularly mix terms from different categories.
6.　Sub-dataset analysis
　Subsequently we conducted an analysis of the two sub-datasets consisting of Asahi Shinbun & Mainichi 
Shinbun (hereafter: AM) and Sankei Shinbun & Yomiuri Shinbun (hereafter: SY) articles respectively. The 
AM subset included 979 entries and the SY subset 939 entries, which has to be kept in mind when comparing 
the number of hits of certain terms in both sub-samples. A comparison of the two sub-sets illustrates 
common points, differences and also highlights limitations of our methodological approach.
Table 3　Sub-dataset of Asahi Shinbun & Mainichi Shinbun (TF = Term Frequency)
Rank Term TF Rank Term TF Rank Term TF
1 イクメン 330 5 パパ 72 9 福岡 44
2 育児 111 6 男性 58 10 声 39
3 子育て 96 7 県 53 11 東京 39
4 大阪 80 8 育休 52 12 支援 37
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13 川柳 34 50 秋田 17 87 カジ 12
14 イベント 32 51 体験 17 88 サラリーマン 12
15 募集 31 52 名古屋 17 89 育メン 12
16 広島 30 53 考える 16 90 休暇 12
17 参加 29 54 働く 16 91 県知事 12
18 写真 29 55 読む 16 92 広島 12
19 候補 28 56 奈良 16 93 山口 12
20 講座 28 57 父 16 94 時間 12
21 知事 28 58 ＮＰＯ 15 95 主婦 12
22 男 27 59 ママ 15 96 首長 12
23 三重 26 60 楽しむ 15 97 出産 12
24 衆院 26 61 企業 15 98 親 12
25 兵庫 26 62 岐阜 15 99 大分 12
26 京都 24 63 紹介 15 100 湯崎 12
27 気持ち 23 64 職員 15 101 特集 12
28 市長 23 65 鳥取 15 102 目指す 12
29 横顔 22 66 フォーラム 14 103 育 11
30 取得 22 67 茨城 14 104 開催 11
31 女性 22 68 群馬 14 105 記者 11
32 家事 21 69 講演 14 106 休業 11
33 妻 21 70 参画 14 107 共通 11
34 情報 21 71 仕事 14 108 教室 11
35 神奈川 21 72 手帳 14 109 山形 11
36 埼玉 20 73 調査 14 110 西部 11
37 男女 20 74 夫婦 14 111 壇 11
38 父親 20 75 予算 14 112 動物 11
39 来月 20 76 ワイド 13 113 夫 11
40 岡山 19 77 家庭 13 114 父子 11
41 九州 19 78 絵本 13 115 いま 10
42 社会 19 79 楽しい 13 116 メン 10
43 育む 18 80 共同 13 117 映画 10
44 応援 18 81 山口 13 118 下関 10
45 子ども 18 82 人生 13 119 夏 10
46 女 18 83 千葉 13 120 家族 10
47 親子 18 84 大賞 13 121 学ぶ 10
48 愛知 17 85 奮闘 13 122 語る 10
49 滋賀 17 86 和歌山 13 123 山梨 10
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124 初 10 133 企画 9 142 宣言 9
125 全国 10 134 教育 9 143 選挙 9
126 男子 10 135 県内 9 144 誕生 9
127 長野 10 136 幸せ 9 145 福袋 9
128 島根 10 137 作品 9 146 聞く 9
129 徳島 10 138 事業 9 147 憂楽帳 9
130 配布 10 139 自分 9 148 お父さん 8
131 ベビー 9 140 静岡 9 149 トーク 8
132 会社 9 141 積極 9 150 愛媛 8
Table 4　Sub-dataset of Sankei Shinbun & Yomiuri Shinbun (TF = Term Frequency)
Rank Term TF Rank Term TF Rank Term TF
1 イクメン 424 26 鳥取 21 51 社長 15
2 パパ 97 27 投書 21 52 対策 15
3 子育て 86 28 衆院 20 53 兵庫 15
4 応援 82 29 少子化 20 54 三重 14
5 育児 80 30 大阪 20 55 滋賀 14
6 育休 63 31 風 20 56 写真 14
7 育 55 32 言う 19 57 男 14
8 学 51 33 参加 19 58 募集 14
9 県 47 34 東京 19 59 和歌山 14
10 連載 45 35 企業 18 60 よみうり 13
11 男性 37 36 仕事 18 61 企画 13
12 知事 37 37 情報 18 62 首長 13
13 共に 34 38 川柳 18 63 代表 13
14 育む 33 39 気流 17 64 奈良 13
15 パーク 29 40 講演 17 65 ママ 12
16 通信 29 41 社会 17 66 渥美 12
17 支援 28 42 手帳 17 67 楽しむ 12
18 広島 26 43 働く 17 68 岐阜 12
19 取得 26 44 父 17 69 結婚 12
20 日本 26 45 来月 17 70 考える 12
21 横顔 25 46 家事 16 71 全国 12
22 候補 23 47 家族 16 72 大賞 12
23 講座 23 48 寄稿 16 73 表彰 12
24 市長 21 49 京都 16 74 父子 12
25 女性 21 50 父親 16 75 福岡 12
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76 由喜 12 101 体験 10 126 育メン 8
77 スタイル 11 102 夫 10 127 活 8
78 家庭 11 103 聞く 10 128 交換 8
79 環境 11 104 理解 10 129 広島 8
80 厚労省 11 105 きょう 9 130 高木 8
81 埼玉 11 106 イベント 9 131 作る 8
82 子ども 11 107 育つ 9 132 山田 8
83 子供 11 108 王子 9 133 支える 8
84 児童 11 109 岡山 9 134 時事 8
85 時代 11 110 絵本 9 135 秀人 8
86 栃木 11 111 休業 9 136 充実 8
87 配布 11 112 教育 9 137 人気 8
88 福井 11 113 経営 9 138 人生 8
89 変わる 11 114 研究 9 139 討論 8
90 役立つ 11 115 県内 9 140 読む 8
91 コンテスト 10 116 後押し 9 141 奮闘 8
92 テーマ 10 117 山口 9 142 補佐 8
93 映画 10 118 室長 9 143 放送 8
94 休暇 10 119 星 9 144 理事 8
95 語る 10 120 大地 9 145 両立 8
96 広がる 10 121 募る 9 146 わが子 7
97 山形 10 122 未来 9 147 サービス 7
98 親子 10 123 予算 9 148 ベビー 7
99 生活 10 124 力 9 149 愛媛 7
100 宣言 10 125 フォーラム 8 150 安藤 7
　Comparing the frequency lists of the sub-datasets, common points between the two stand out. The struc-
ture of the top of both lists is very similar:
Table 5　Comparison of subset frequency list entries. Numbers: hits (rank)
Asahi/Mainichi Sankei/Yomiuri Discrepancy
Ikumen 330 (1) 424 (1) 94 (0)
Ikuji 111 (2)   80 (5) 31 (3)
kosodate 96 (3)   86 (3) 10 (0)
papa 72 (5)   97 (2) 25 (3)
ikukyuˉ 52 (8)   63 (6) 11 (2)
dansei 58 (6)     37 (11) 21 (5)
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　Though their exact ranking differs, they all are listed among the most-mentioned terms for both sub-data-
sets, conﬁ rming them as central to the ikumen phenomenon and its public discussion. Other terms, while 
located further down the frequency lists, also take up similar positions in both tables: 
Table 6　Comparison of subset frequency list entries. Numbers: hits (rank)
Asahi/Mainichi Sankei/Yomiuri Discrepancy
shien 37 (12) 28 (17) 9 (5)
kōza 28 (20) 23 (23) 5 (3)
shakai 19 (42) 17 (41) 2 (1)
　Still other terms are ranked very differently in both lists. For the SY subset, shoˉshika (20) takes the 29th 
place while it, with only seven hits in total, is not even mentioned in the list of the 150 most frequently used 
terms for AM. These differences extend even to the otherwise similarly structured “top ten” of both 
frequency lists. In the AM table Osaka (80), Fukuoka (44) and koe (voice, 39) are all listed at the very top of 
the list, while both cities have signiﬁ cantly less mentions in the SY sample (Osaka: 20, Fukuoka: 12), and the 
term koe did not make it among the 150 most mentioned terms at all. On the other hand, rensai, having the 
10th most hits for SY, is completely absent in the AM list, and the term oˉen (82), positioned 4th for the SY 
dataset, takes with 18 hits only the 44th place for AM. However, many of these differences seem to say less 
about different journalistic descriptions of the ikumen phenomenon then about different headline structures 
and varying formats in the online search results. A major factor here are names of article series such as 
Sankei’s tomoiku ikumen oˉendan or ikumengaku, which catapults the terms oˉen and gaku among the ten most 
mentioned terms of the SY data subset. Even a frequently used term like papa (191) is not spared from this. 
The different rank it occupies in both sub-set lists has to be seen as inﬂ uenced by the Sankei papa paˉku 
tsuˉshin articles series. Deducing from the hits for paˉku (park, 29) and tsuˉshin (29), mentions of the term papa 
as part of the articles series name make up for 29 of its 97 hits in the SY list. If we subtract these, the term is 
left with 68 hits, which places it on the 5th rank, the same it occupies in the AM dataset (72 mentions). While 
titles of article series also have an effect on the total dataset, their inﬂ uence is more pronounced in the 
smaller sub-sets, allowing a term like rensai (serialization) that merely serves as an article attribute in the 
Yomiuri search results, to take a place among the top ranks of the SY subset frequency list. However, while 
such distortive effects have to be accounted for, the inﬂ uence of article series titles is not only a ﬂ aw of our 
analysis, but also serves to emphasize the context in which the subject is discussed. An example of this is the 
Asahi article series hataraku or hataraku kimochi, which clearly links ikumen to employment. Furthermore, 
names of features such as hagu HUG hagukumu published by Asahi in 2010 also help classify the discourse, 
as they hint at the signiﬁ cance of emotion and afﬁ nity in the ikumen discourse, such as tanoshimu, tanoshii 
or shiawase earlier. Even the seemingly trivial title koe offers a few insights, as it, referring to Asahi’s readers’ 
page, indicates one example of ikumen’s public discussion. For this reason, excluding article names from our 
analysis was not an option.
　The strong presence of city names in the frequency lists (i.e. for AM Osaka (80), Fukuoka (44)) cannot 
exclusively be traced back to mentions of place names in article headlines – such as in articles that report on 
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lectures or other kinds of events - but is also explained through city “tags” newspaper databases seem to add 
to headlines in the search results on an irregular basis. Another limitation of our study that was caused by 
the structure of the search results is that the listed headlines seem to be subject of a length limit in at least 
some of the databases. While this has no effect on the main headline, it is signiﬁ cant as Japanese newspapers 
regularly make use of sub-headlines (komidashi) in their articles. For instance, for Asahi Shinbun, search 
results list sub-headlines but occasionally a part of them is omitted due to length restrictions. An example of 
this is the Asahi Shinbun (30 August 2013) article “Ryoˉritsu sabaibaru: otoko no ikukyuˉ, seido atte mo” [Work-
Life-Balance Survival: Men’s childcare leave. Even if there is a system . . .] the ﬁ rst sub-headline joˉshi ‘shoˉshin 
furi’ is listed, but the second two sub-headlines ikuji wa onna and shutoku shi, ko to yoi kankei are not. As we 
were not able to manually check sub-headlines for all articles and relied on the newspaper database search 
engines for our analysis, this has to be seen as another structural limitation of our analysis. A complete listing 
Image 2　Co-occurrence network analysis for the Asahi Shinbun/Mainichi Shinbun dataset
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of sub-headlines for all articles would have enhanced our data sample and beneﬁ tted our research.
　Differences and common points between the two data sub-sets are also visible from the visualizations of 
both lists. The AM graphic (Image 2) consists of nine clusters, the upmost three of which are interconnected, 
dominate the graphic and include terms related to father’s involvement in the family, work and events and 
lectures. It is to be noted that the right-most interconnected cluster also contains the term NPO in a central 
position. As the term did not make it into the main graphic, this suggests that NPOs are relatively more 
important in AM headlines than in those of the general dataset. The bottom of the graphic contains a cluster 
of terms seemingly relating to gender roles, such as kangaeru, hataraku, otoko, kimochi, onna. As in the main 
graphic and the graphic for the second subset, terms related to political elections form their own isolated 
cluster.
　The visual representation of the SY dataset (Image 3) consists of ten clusters, ﬁ ve of which are intercon-
nected. In general, the clusters in this graphic are smaller than that in the graphic of the ﬁ rst subset, giving 
the impression of a loose formation of clusters and suggesting a lower density of common patterns in head-
Image 3　Co-occurrence network analysis for the Sankei Shinbun/Yomiuri Shinbun dataset
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lines than for AM. Next to the cluster containing the term ikumen, a second cluster contains the politics and 
society related terms shoˉshika and taisaku, which were absent from the AM graphic. On the right-bottom 
side two interconnected clusters contain terms mostly related to the paternity leave, which were integrated 
into the dominant linked cluster in the AM graphic.
　Like the graph for the general dataset, both sub-dataset graphs predominately illustrate headlines related 
to family, employment and various forms of support and encouragement offered to young families and 
ikumen. Terms related to politics and the wider society appear more isolated in the visual representations. 
Traces of newspaper-speciﬁ c article series are visible in both graphics, as through papa paˉku tsuˉshin or 
tomoiku in the case of SY and koe for AM.
　While a comparison of the frequency lists and visual representations of both datasets showcases some 
differences, these mostly seem not to trace back to varying ideological convictions of different newspapers 
but to structural factors. We were thus not able to conﬁ rm our assumption of differences in the reporting on 
ikumen as a gender related issue in progressive- and conservative-leaning newspapers. However, differences 
in reporting, focus and evaluation of the ikumen phenomenon might become more evident with a larger data 
sample or, preferably, an analysis of not just headlines, but also article contents.
７．Conclusion
　This paper offered an overview of the terms and topics mentioned in newspaper headlines of articles 
discussing ikumen between 2008 and mid-2015. This was achieved through a co-occurrence analysis using 
the free software KH Coder, which allowed us to generate frequency tables and visual representations of the 
links between the most mentioned terms. We demonstrated that ikumen is discussed in relation with several 
topics, such as family, employment, support initiatives as well as politics and society. Headlines of family-
related articles regularly focus on fathers’ contribution to the family, the way the family contributes to fathers’ 
personal happiness or conﬂ icts within the family. Concerning work, discussions of a paternity leave seem to 
receive the most attention. The scope of articles focusing on employment and the workplace also shows that 
ikumen are not only discussed as modern fathers, both as individuals and in the context of their family, but 
also as modern employees with certain needs. Headlines related to support and initiatives discuss the 
support and opportunities offered to ikumen and child caring parents and indicate a broad variety of support 
initiatives and events, many of which incite and reward ikumen behavior. Finally, ikumen is also discussed in 
the context of political institutions and social phenomena, such as elections or demographic ageing. Cases of 
male politicians taking a paternity leave or make ikumen-related statements also receive considerable atten-
tion. Moreover, we also identiﬁ ed evidence suggesting that ikumen is perceived as an emotional-affective 
approach to father practices and that the deﬁ nition of ideal fathering practices is currently up for discussion.
　An analysis of subsets of Asahi Shinbun & Mainichi Shinbun and Yomiuri Shinbun & Sankei Shinbun 
article headlines conﬁ rmed family, employment, support and politics as central topics of the newspaper 
discussion of ikumen and also showed that the hit distribution in the frequency lists, while similar for some 
terms such as kosodate or ikukyuˉ, is starkly different for others. Here, the analysis of the two subsets also 
revealed certain limitations of our study. While the titles of article series allowed us to deduce information 
about the context in which ikumen is discussed, they also have a distorting effect on the results of the KH 
Coder analysis. Frequency lists and visualizations created by the software can be a useful method to get an 
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overview of the topics and popular themes linked to the discussion of a phenomenon, but they have to be 
used with caution as column titles or names of article series can give unproportioned weight to some terms. 
Small datasets such as that used by us for the analysis of the AM and SY headlines are especially susceptible 
to such effects. While their inﬂ uence is moderated through the larger sample used in our overall analysis, 
even this sample still has to be considered small when compared to the size of the samples Matsui used for 
his analysis of the iyashi boom (8.033 articles, Matsui 2013a) or joshi (49.148 articles, Ma tsui 2013b). 
However, in these studies Mat sui was able to draw on media reporting from a much longer period of time 
(iyashi: 20 years, joshi: 24 years) which was impossible for us due to ikumen’s relatively short history. This 
potentially distortive effect might be adjusted for through a follow-up analysis that either excludes article 
series titles or, more preferably, adds neologisms and proper nouns such as tomoiku, ikumengaku or papa 
paˉku as force pick-up terms, which would allow for them to be listed as separate terms in the results. 
However, this would require a pre-analysis of the article names used in the different newspapers. Next to 
excluding terms like rensai through adding them to the force ignore list, a follow up analysis should also 
consider a manual removal of city name “tags” in the search engine-formatted headlines, so as to not inﬂ ate 
the number of hits for cities in the results. Alternatively, KH Coder also offers the option to exclude city 
names from the analysis, but this itself could have a distortive effect, as it would eliminate the chance to iden-
tify the role speciﬁ c cities or urban areas in general play in the phenomenon, for example as centers for 
ikumen-related events and lectures.
　A limitation inherent to our approach is that it only considered newspaper reporting in form of headlines. 
Focusing on newspapers, our analysis considered not only a small part of the media discourse on ikumen in 
Japan – print magazines, websites and TV were not covered by this study – but also only investigated the 
surface of newspaper reporting. A more in-depth analysis of articles themselves such as conducted by Mizu-
koshi, Kohlbacher, and Schimkowsky (forthc oming) allows for a more comprehensive i nvestigation of news-
paper discussions of the ikumen phenomenon. Using a qualitative approach, it might also be possible to trace 
potential differences in the reporting on ikumen along the lines of “progressive” and “conservative” newspa-
pers or the lack thereof. However, an analysis of headlines itself is valuable as well, as they are by deﬁ nition 
the most prominent part of articles, and are frequently even seen by people who do not read the article itself. 
Thus, they can be assumed to have a wider scope of publicity than article contents themselves, exposing a 
greater number of newspaper readers to rudimentary information about the topic at hand and offering audi-
ence’s a context in which to locate the phenomenon.
Notes
1)　As with ikumen, these two numbers refer to two different written versions of the term.
2)　While the database search engines not only list the main headline but also additional details such as titles of article 
series or sub-headlines, we have edited the format of the transcribed headlines for clarity. A complete list of the cited 
headlines in their original format is included in the appendix.
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Appendix
Newspaper Date Headline
Asahi Shinbun 01 Feb 2010 （こども）「イクメン」パパの心得　まずは皿洗いから，妻に感謝伝えよう
Asahi Shinbun 18 Jun 2010 パパの出番だ　子育て楽しむ「イクメン」次々　【大阪】
Asahi Shinbun 02 Feb 2011 「イクメン，楽しくなろう」　NPO代表の安藤さん，前橋で講演
Asahi Shinbun 02 Mar 2011 イクメン，子どもと共に成長　
Asahi Shinbun 20 Apr 2011 伊勢市庁舎に授乳室設置　「イクメン市長」発案／三重県
Asahi Shinbun 10 Nov 2011 （学びの風景）「パパ力アップ講座」　姫路　父子で気持ち良い時間／兵庫県
Asahi Shinbun 18 Feb 2012 父の育児，考え合う　全国フォーラム開幕　大津／滋賀県
Asahi Shinbun 20 Feb 2012 「イクメン」支援は政治の役割　大津で育休取得首長サミット／滋賀県
Asahi Shinbun 21 Feb 2012 （育児の大変さを妻と共有　イクメン倶楽部を立ち上げ 
Asahi Shinbun 23 Jul 2012 アピール　鈴木知事，育児休暇
Asahi Shinbun 26 Jul 2012 男性の家事育児，写真コンテスト　９月21日締め切り／青森県
Asahi Shinbun 27 Feb 2013 「イクメン川柳」大賞選んで　ネット投票始まる／徳島県
Asahi Shinbun 23 Jun 2013 絵本読み聞かせ，男の出番　萩で男女共同参画イベント／山口県
Asahi Shinbun 28 Aug 2013 育休男子は増えるか？　social A
Asahi Shinbun 30 Aug 2013 （働く）両立サバイバル：2　男の育休，制度あっても……　上司「昇進不利」
Asahi Shinbun 02 Sep 2013 （声）イクメンの支援，政府に望む　【大阪】
Asahi Shinbun 24 Dec 2013 イクメン，気負わないで　せっかくの手伝い裏目……夫婦にズレ
Asahi Shinbun 16 Aug 2014 働く母，変わる両立の悩み　マザーネット・上田理恵子社長に聞く　【大阪】
Asahi Shinbun 07 Sep 2014 育休取りにくい，最大の理由「職場の雰囲気」　秋田で子育てイベント／秋田県
Asahi Shinbun 05 Nov 2014 女性の活躍，どう支援　８日までフォーラム，講演など開催／徳島県
Asahi Shinbun 25 Nov 2014 夫婦で育児，幸せのシェア　来年１月，働き方考えるシンポ　基調講演は野田
聖子さん
Asahi Shinbun 02 Dec 2014 仕事と家庭両立，男女４人が語る　宇都宮大で９日／栃木県
Asahi Shinbun 03 Mar 2015 イクメンの次は「イクボス必要」　子育て考える催し／山形県
Mainichi Shinbun 20 Sep 2010 働くナビ：男性に育児参加を促す，厚労省のキャンペーンが反響を呼んでいま
す 
Mainichi Shinbun 24 Sep 2010 キャンパる：男女雇用機会均等法制定から25年　女性の働く環境は変わったか 
Mainichi Shinbun 19 Oct 2010 湯崎・広島県知事：知事で初，育休取得へ 
Mainichi Shinbun 08 Dec 2010 天野・阿賀野市長：第１子誕生予定，イクメン宣言──４月下旬～５月上旬／
新潟 
Mainichi Shinbun 07 Mar 2011 CSRとしてのイクメン支援＝小崎恭弘 
Mainichi Shinbun 13 Sep 2011 パパコンテスト：「ベストパパ」目指して頑張れ！──23日，寝屋川／大阪 
Mainichi Shinbun 19 Mar 2012 育メンだよ全員集合：タレントのカミュさん，育児の極意を語る──下関でイ
ベント／山口 
Mainichi Shinbun 18 May 2012 ながのイクメン手帳：男性向け育児ガイド，県が発行　乳児の入浴法や母親の
ストレス解説／長野 
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Mainichi Shinbun 17 Jun 2012 イクメン講座：父親ら楽しく“触れ合い”──明石／兵庫 
Mainichi Shinbun 27 Feb 2013 いろはのい：男の育休　取得率倍増も，遠い政府目標 
Mainichi Shinbun 20 Aug 2013 ファザーリング・ジャパン：父親の子育てを支援
Mainichi Shinbun 17 Jan 2014 はたらく：男性の育休取得を後押し 
Mainichi Shinbun 17 Jul 2014 ファザー・オブ・ザ・イヤー：募集　魅力的な「イクメン」表彰　県，初の実
施　子育てサークル女性ら審査／三重 
Mainichi Shinbun 19 Nov 2014 イクメン：子育てを楽しもう，自分自身も成長しよう 
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
13 Nov 2011 カジダン・イクメン写真コンテスト，他（インフォメーション）
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
29 May 2012 変わる企業の子育て支援──制度に甘えず成果出して（生活）
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
29 May 2012 母子手帳10年ぶり改訂，議論を主導，柳沢正義氏（フォーカス）
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
30 Jul 2012 イクメン知事，三重でも──理解進んで批判激減（列島追跡）
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
29 Nov 2012 育児語ろうパパ友の輪，NPOなど交流の場，悩み気軽に
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
21 May 2014 ファザーリング・ジャパン関西代表理事和田憲明さん── NPOでパパ業の楽
しさ伝道
Nikkei Keizai
Shinbun
03 Feb 2015 ママ復職支援，広島で次々，知事は「イクボス」宣言──県，研修＋インター
ン，労働局，保育士特化の面接会（中国リポート）
Sankei Shinbun 27 Apr 2012 男性の育児休業取得率が最高に
Sankei Shinbun 10 Jun 2012 鈴木三重県知事が“育児休暇”
Sankei Shinbun 21 Aug 2013 【情報 BOX】男性の育児休業考えるフォーラム開催
Sankei Shinbun 02 Oct 2013 【iku-menスタイル】日本　男性の育休取得阻む“壁”
Sankei Shinbun 16 Jan 2014 【こそだて×おおさか】イクメン講座　パパ友作ろう　実体験に基づきアドバ
イス
Sankei Shinbun 29 Jul 2014 目立つ「子育てパパの憂鬱」　仕事との両立困難や周囲の無理解
Sankei Shinbun 08 Apr 2015 イクメンなのに妻が満足しない
Yomiuiri Shinbun 29 Aug 2009 ［いまドキッ］パパってイクメン　育児楽しむ男性「格好いい」
Yomiuiri Shinbun 01 Apr 2010 ［考えよう・お父さんの子育て］（上）どう接すればいいのか……（連載）
Yomiuiri Shinbun 20 Oct 2010 広島知事１か月育休へ　全国初
Yomiuiri Shinbun 21 Oct 2010 仕事と育児の両立支援を考える対談と交流会
Yomiuiri Shinbun 13 Sep 2011 ［風紋］働くパパママの育児　支援　福井正樹（寄稿）＝鳥取 
Yomiuiri Shinbun 25 Feb 2012 パパと料理作ろう　来月10日　イクメン支援イベント
Yomiuiri Shinbun 05 Jun 2012 育児の楽しみ方　イクメンが助言　山陽小野田で講演会＝山口
Yomiuiri Shinbun 08 Nov 2012 イクメン大賞　県が対象者募集＝徳島
Yomiuiri Shinbun 25 Dec 2012 ［言わせて！］新しい政権に望む　子育て支援　継続と充実を
Yomiuiri Shinbun 10 Jan 2013 祖父母の育児を支援　19日から講座　最近の子育て知って＝東京
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Yomiuiri Shinbun 29 Jul 2013 「少子化 国家的な危機」　子育て同盟サミット　10県で共同施策確認＝鳥取
Yomiuiri Shinbun 05 Dec 2013 男性の育児休業　働く母親支える環境作りを
Yomiuiri Shinbun 13 Dec 2013 家族を楽しむ働き方考えよう　イクメン全国フォーラム
Yomiuiri Shinbun 20 Apr 2014 イクメン手帳　県が配布　オムツの替え方など紹介＝宮崎
